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Abstract
We derive high-order compact finite diﬀerence schemes for option pricing in stochastic volatility
models on non-uniform grids. The schemes are fourth-order accurate in space and second-
order accurate in time for vanishing correlation. In our numerical study we obtain high-
order numerical convergence also for non-zero correlation and non-smooth payoﬀs which are
typical in option pricing. In all numerical experiments a comparative standard second-order
discretisation is significantly outperformed. We conduct a numerical stability study which
indicates unconditional stability of the scheme.
1 Introduction
Eﬃcient pricing of financial derivatives, in particular options, is one of the major topics in financial
mathematics. To be able to explain important eﬀects which are present in real financial markets,
e.g. the volatility smile (or skew) in option prices, so-called stochastic volatility models have been
introduced over the last two decades. In contrast to the seminal paper of Black and Scholes [BS73]
the underlying asset’s volatility is not assumed to be constant, but is itself modelled by a stochastic
diﬀusion process. These stochastic volatility models are typically based on a two-dimensional
stochastic diﬀusion process with two Brownian motions with correlation ⇢, i.e. dW (1)(t)dW (2)(t) =
⇢ dt. On a given filtered probability space for the stock price S = S(t) and the stochastic volatility
  =  (t) one considers
dS(t) = µ¯S(t) dt+
p
 (t)S(t) dW (1)(t),
d (t) = a( (t)) dt+ b( (t)) dW (2)(t),
where µ¯ is the drift of the stock, a( ) and b( ) are the drift and the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the
stochastic volatility.
Application of Itô’s Lemma and standard arbitrage arguments show that any option price
V = V (S, , t) solves the following partial diﬀerential equation,
(1) Vt +
1
2
 S2 VSS + ⇢b( )
p
 SVS  +
1
2
b2( )V   +
 
a( )   (S, , t) V  + rSVS   rV = 0,
where r is the (constant) riskless interest rate and  (S, , t) denotes the market price of volatility
risk. Equation (1) has to be solved for S,  > 0, 0  t  T, and subject to final and boundary
conditions which depend on the specific option that is to be priced.
There are diﬀerent stochastic volatility models with diﬀerent choices of the model for the
evolution of the volatility for t > 0, starting from an initial volatility  (0) > 0. The most prominent
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work in this direction is the Heston model [Hes93], where
d (t) = ⇤
 
✓⇤    (t)  dt+ vp (t) dW (2)(t).(2)
Other stochastic volatility models are, e.g., the GARCH diﬀusion model [Dua95],
(3) d (t) = ⇤
 
✓⇤    (t)  dt+ v (t) dW (2)(t),
or the so-called 3/2-model (see, e.g. [Lew00]),
(4) d (t) = ⇤ (t)
 
✓⇤    (t)  dt+ v (t)3/2 dW (2)(t).
In (2)-(4), ⇤, v, and ✓⇤ denote the mean reversion speed, the volatility of volatility, and the
long-run mean of  , respectively.
For some models and under additional restrictions, closed form solutions to (1) can be obtained
by Fourier methods (see, e.g. [Hes93, Dür09]). Another approach is to derive approximate analytic
expressions, see, e.g. [BGM10] and the literature cited therein. In general, however, —even in the
Heston model when the parameters are non constant— equation (1) has to be solved numerically.
Moreover, many (so-called American) options feature an additional early exercise right. Then one
has to solve a free boundary problem which consists of (1) and an early exercise constraint for the
option price. Also for this problem one typically has to resort to numerical approximations.
In the mathematical literature, there are a number of papers considering numerical methods
for option pricing in stochastic volatility models, i.e. for two spatial dimensions. Finite diﬀerence
approaches that are used are often standard, low order methods (second order in space). Other
approaches include finite element-finite volume [ZFV98], multigrid [CP99], sparse wavelet [HMS05],
or spectral methods [ZK10].
Let us review some of the related finite diﬀerence literature. Diﬀerent eﬃcient methods for
solving the American option pricing problem for the Heston model are compared in [IT08]. The
article focusses on the treatment of the early exercise free boundary and uses a second order
finite diﬀerence discretization. In [IHF10] diﬀerent, low order ADI (alternating direction implicit)
schemes are adapted to the Heston model to include the mixed spatial derivative term. While most
of [TGB08] focusses on high-order compact scheme for the standard (one-dimensional) case, in a
short remark [TGB08, Section 5] also the stochastic volatility (two-dimensional) case is considered.
However, the final scheme is of second order only due to the low order approximation of the cross
diﬀusion term.
High-order finite diﬀerence schemes (fourth order in space) were proposed for option pricing
with deterministic (or constant) volatility, i.e. in one spatial dimension, that use a compact stencil
(three points in space), see, e.g., [TGB08] for linear and [DFJ03, DFJ04, LK09] for fully nonlinear
problems.
More recently, a high-order compact finite diﬀerence scheme for (two-dimensional) option pric-
ing models with stochastic volatility has been presented in [DF12a]. This scheme uses a uniform
mesh and is fourth order accurate in space and second order accurate in time. Unconditional
(von Neumann) stability of the scheme is proved for vanishing correlation. A further study of its
stability, indicating unconditional stability also for non-zero correlation, is performed in [DF12b].
In general, the accuracy of a numerical discretisation of (1) for a given number of grid points
can be greatly improved by considering a non-uniform mesh. This is particular true for option
pricing problems as (1), as typical initial conditions have a discontinuity in their first derivative at
S = K, which is the center of the area of interest (‘at-the-money’).
Our aim in the present paper is to consider extensions of the high-order compact methodology
for stochastic volatility models (1) to non-uniform grids. The basic idea of our approach is to
introduce a transformation of the partial diﬀerential equation from a non-uniform grid to a uniform
grid (as, e.g. in [Fou00]). Then, the high-order compact methodology can be applied to this
transformed partial diﬀerential equation. It turns out, however, that this process is not straight-
forward as the derivatives of the transformation appear in the truncation error and due to the
presence of the cross-derivative terms, one cannot proceed to cancel terms in the truncation error
in a similar fashion as in [DF12a] and the derivation of a high-order compact scheme becomes
much more involved. Nonetheless, we are able to derive a compact scheme which shows high-order
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convergence for typical European option pricing problems. Up to the knowledge of the authors,
this is the first high-order compact scheme for option pricing in stochastic volatility models on
non-uniform grids.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we transform (1) into a more
convenient form. We then derive four new variants of a compact scheme in Section 3. Numerical
experiments confirming the high-order convergence for diﬀerent initial conditions (we consider the
case of a European Put option and a European Power Put option) are presented in Section 5.
Section 6 concludes.
2 Transformation of the partial diﬀerential equation and final
condition
We focus our attention on the Heston model (1)–(2), although our methodology adapts also to
other stochastic volatility models in a natural way (see Remark 2 at the end of Section 3). As usual,
we restrict ourselves to the case where the market price of volatility risk  (S, , t) is proportional
to   and choose  (S, , t) =  0  for some constant  0. This allows to study the problem using the
modified parameters
 = ⇤ +  0, ✓ =
⇤✓⇤
⇤ +  0
,
which is both convenient and standard practice. For similar reasons, some authors set the market
price of volatility risk to zero.
The partial diﬀerential equation of the Heston-model is then given by
(5) Vt +
1
2
 S2 VSS + ⇢v SVS  +
1
2
v2 V   + rSVS + (✓    )V    rV = 0
where S 2 ⇥0, Smax⇤ with a chosen Smax > 0,   2 [ min, max] with 0   min <  max and t 2 [0, T [
with T > 0, imposing an approximative artificial boundary condition at Smax. The error caused by
approximative boundary conditions imposed on an artificial boundary for a class of Black-Scholes
equations has been studied rigorously in [KN00].
The final condition as well as the boundary conditions, which we will discuss separately, depend
on the chosen option. In the case of a European Power Put Option we have the final condition
V (S, v, T ) = max(K   S, 0)p(6)
with power p 2 N.
For high-order finite diﬀerence schemes as proposed in this article, the low regularity of the
final condition (6) at the strike S = K may reduce the numerical convergence order in practice.
To retain high-order convergence, one can smooth the initial condition carefully (cf. [KTW70]) or
shift the numerical grid to avoid the strike falling on a grid point as suggested, for example, in
[TR00, DF12a]. In our numerical experiments reported in Section 5 we use the latter approach.
We apply the following transformations to (5) as in [DF12a],
Sˆ = ln
✓
S
K
◆
, ⌧ = T   t, y =  
v
, u = er⌧
V
K
,
where Sˆ 2
h
Sˆmin, Sˆmax
i
with a chosen Sˆmin < 0 and
Sˆmax = ln
✓
Smax
K
◆
.
We then introduce a (suﬃciently smooth) zoom function
Sˆ = '(x),
zooming around Sˆ = 0, with
x 2
h
' 1
⇣
Sˆmin
⌘
,' 1
⇣
Sˆmax
⌘i
,
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and setting f =  u⌧ we obtain from (5) the following two-dimensional elliptic problem,
(7) '3xf =
 vy
2
⇥
'xuxx + '
3
xuyy
⇤  ⇢vy'2xuxy   ✓   vyv '3xuy + hvy'xx2 + ⇣vy2   r⌘'2xiux,
where (x, y) 2 ⌦ := [xmin, xmax]⇥ [ymin, ymax], xmin < xmax and ymin < ymax.
3 Derivation of the high-order compact schemes for the el-
liptic problem
We start by defining a uniform grid in x- and in y-direction,
G := {(xi, yj) 2 ⌦ | xi = xmin + i( x), yi = ymin + j( y), 0  i  N, 0  j M} ,(8)
where  x = (xmax   xmin)/N and  y = (ymax   ymin)/M are the step sizes in each direction.
With
 
G we identify the inner points of the grid G. On this grid we denote by Uij the discrete
approximation of the continuous solution u in (xi, yj) 2 G. Using the standard central diﬀerence
operator Dcx in x-direction and Dcy in y-direction, and the standard second-order central diﬀerence
operator D2x in x-direction and D2y in y-direction, for k = x, y we have
uk = DckUij   ( k)
2
6 ukkk +O
 
( k)4
 
,(9)
and
ukk = D2kUij   ( k)
2
12 ukkkk +O
 
( k)4
 
,
uxy = DcxD
c
yUij   ( x)
2
6 uxxxy   ( y)
2
6 uxyyy +O
 
( x)4
 
+O  ( x)2( y)2 +O  ( y)4 +O ⇣ ( x)6 y ⌘ ,
(10)
at the grid points (xi, yj) for i = 0, . . . , N and j = 0, . . . ,M . We call a scheme of high order, if
its consistency error is of order O  ( x)4  for  y 2 O ( x). If we discretise the higher derivatives
uxxxx, uyyyy, uxxxy, uxyyy, uxxx, and uyyy appearing in (9) and (10) with second order accuracy,
we obtain a scheme with consistency of order four, since they are all multiplied by factors of order
two. If this can be achieved using the compact nine-point computational stencil,0BBBB@
Ui 1,j+1 Ui,j+1 Ui+1,j+1
Ui 1,j Ui,j Ui+1,j
Ui 1,j 1 Ui,j 1 Ui+1,j 1
1CCCCA ,
the scheme is called high-order compact (HOC).
3.1 Auxiliary relations for higher derivatives
We proceed by giving auxiliary relations for the third and fourth order derivatives appearing in
(9) and (10). Expressions for the higher derivatives can be obtained by diﬀerentiating the partial
diﬀerential equation (7) in a formal manner without introducing additional error. Diﬀerentiating
equation (7) with respect to x and then solving for uxxx leads to
uxxx =   6'x'xxvy f   2'
2
x
vy fx +

'xxx
'x
+
4( vy2  r)'xx
vy
 
ux +
2( vy2  r)'x
vy uxx   '2xuxyy
 6 ✓ vyv2y 'x'xxuy  
h
4⇢'xx + 2
✓ vy
v2y '
2
x
i
uxy   2⇢'xuxxy   3'x'xxuyy
=: Axxx.
(11)
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Using this equation we can calculate a discretisation of Axxx using only points of the nine-point
stencil with consistency error of order two using the central diﬀerence operators.
Diﬀerentiating the partial diﬀerential equation (7) twice with respect to x and then solving for
uxxxx we have
uxxxx =
vy'xxxx+4( vy2  r)['x'xxx+'2xx]
vy'x
ux +

'xxx
'x
+
8( vy2  r)'xx
vy
 
uxx
+

2( vy2  r)'x
vy   'xx'x
 
uxxx   6'x'xxuxyy   '2xuxxyy
  6(✓ vy)[2'
2
xx+'x'xxx]
v2y uy  
h
4⇢
⇣
'xxx +
'2xx
'x
⌘
+ 12(✓ vy)'x'xxv2y
i
uxy
 
h
8⇢'xx +
2(✓ vy)'2x
v2y
i
uxxy   2⇢'xuxxxy  
⇥
3'x'xxx + 6'2xx
⇤
uyy
  12'2xx+6'x'xxxvy f   12'x'xxvy fx   2'
2
x
vy fxx =: Axxxx   2⇢'xuxxxy.
(12)
The term Axxxx can be discretised at the order two on the compact stencil if equation (11) and
the central diﬀerence operator are used. Solving equation (12) for uxxxy we obtain
uxxxy =
1
2⇢'x
Axxxx   1
2⇢'x
uxxxx.(13)
In order to find an equation for uyyy we first diﬀerentiate the partial diﬀerential equation (7) once
with respect to y and then solve for uyyy, which leads to
uyyy =   1'2xuxxy  
1
y'2x
uxx   2⇢'xuxyy  
2(✓ vy)+v2
v2y uyy
+ 2vyuy +

'xx
'3x
+
2( vy2  r) 2⇢v
vy'x
 
uxy +
'xx+'
2
x
y'3x
ux   2vyfy =: Ayyy.
(14)
The term Ayyy can be discretised in a compact manner at the order two using the central diﬀerence
operators.
Diﬀerentiating equation (7) twice with respect to y and then solving for uyyyy leads to
uyyyy =   1'2xuxxyy  
2
y'2x
uxxy  
⇣
2v2+2(✓ vy)
v2y
⌘
uyyy   2⇢'xuxyyy + 4vyuyy
+ 2'xx+2'
2
x
y'3x
uxy +
✓
'xx
'3x
+
2( yv2  r) 4⇢v
yv'x
◆
uxyy   2vyfyy
=: Ayyyy   2⇢'xuxyyy.
(15)
The term Ayyyy can be discretised at the order two on the compact stencil using equation (14) and
the central diﬀerence operator. Equation (15) is equivalent to
uxyyy =
'x
2⇢
Ayyyy   'x
2⇢
uyyyy.(16)
Diﬀerentiating the partial diﬀerential equation (7) once with respect to x and once with respect to
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y and then solving for uxxxy leads to
uxxxy =
h
'xxx
y'x
+ 2'xxy
i
ux +
'x
y uxx   1yuxxx  
h
6(✓ vy)'x'xx
v2y +
3'x'xx
y
i
uyy
+ 6'x'xxvy uy   3'x'xxuyyy +

'xxx
'x
  4⇢'xxy +
4( vy2  r)'xx
vy +
2'2x
vy
 
uxy
 2⇢'xuxxyy  
h
2(✓ vy)'2x
v2y + 4⇢'xx +
'2x
y
i
uxyy   '2xuxyyy
+

2( vy2  r)'x
vy   2⇢'xy
 
uxxy   6'x'xxvy fy   2'
2
x
vy fxy
=: Axxxy   '2xuxyyy.
(17)
Using the equations (11) and (14) as well as the central diﬀerence operators in x- and y-direction
it is possible to discretise Axxxy at the order two on the compact stencil. Solving equation (17) for
uxyyy gives
uxyyy =
Axxxy
'2x
  1
'2x
uxxxy =: Axyyy   1
'2x
uxxxy.(18)
Finally, the expression Axyyy can be discretised at the order two on the compact stencil as well.
3.2 Derivation of the discrete schemes
In order to derive a discrete scheme we employ equations (9) and (10) in the partial diﬀerential
equation (7), which gives
'3xf = A0 + "+
vy( x)2'x
24 uxxxx +
vy( y)2'3x
24 uyyyy +
⇢vy( x)2'2x
6 uxxxy
+⇢vy( y)
2'2x
6 uxyyy +
(✓ vy)( y)2'3x
6v uyyy  
[vy'xx+2( vy2  r)'2x]( x)2
12 uxxx,
(19)
where
A0 :=   vy2
⇥
'xD2xUij + '
3
xD
2
yUij
⇤  ⇢vy'2xDcxDcyUij    ✓ vyv '3xDcyUij
+
⇥ vy'xx
2 +
  vy
2   r
 
'2x
⇤
DcxUij
and the error-term " 2 O  ( x)4  if  y 2 O ( x) is used. Equation (19) is the basis for the
derivation of our diﬀerent discretisation schemes. A0 is only using the compact stencil.
We have four fourth-order derivatives, namely uxxxx, uyyyy, uxxxy and uxyyy appearing in
equation (19), interacting with each other, but only three auxiliary relations to replace these higher
derivatives. These relations are given by (12), (15), and (17), which were derived in Section 3.1.
This leads to four diﬀerent versions of the discrete scheme.
For the Version 1 scheme equations (11), (14) and (15) are used in equation (19), then (18) is
employed and finally (13) is applied, which gives
'3xf = A0 +
vy[2( x)2'2x ( y)2]
24'x
Axxxx +
vy( y)2'3x
24 Ayyyy +
⇢vy( y)2'2x
12 Axyyy
+(✓ vy)( y)
2'3x
6v Ayyy  
[vy'xx+2( vy2  r)'2x]( x)2
12 Axxx
+
vy[( y)2 ( x)2'2x]
24'x
uxxxx + ".
(20)
For the Version 2 scheme equations (11), (14) and (12) are used in equation (19), then (17) is
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employed and finally (16) is applied, which gives
'3xf = A0 +
vy( x)2'x
24 Axxxx +
vy'3x[2( y)
2 ( x)2'2x]
24 Ayyyy +
⇢vy( x)2'2x
12 Axxxy
+(✓ vy)( y)
2'3x
6v Ayyy  
[vy'xx+2( vy2  r)'2x]( x)2
12 Axxx
+ vy'
3
x[( x)
2'2x ( y)2]
24 uyyyy + ".
(21)
For the Version 3 scheme equations (11), (14), (12) and (15) are used in equation (19) and then
(18) is applied, which gives
'3xf = A0 +
vy( x)2'x
24 Axxxx +
vy( y)2'3x
24 Ayyyy +
⇢vy( y)2'2x
12 Axyyy
+(✓ vy)( y)
2'3x
6v Ayyy  
[vy'xx+2( vy2  r)'2x]( x)2
12 Axxx
+⇢vy[( x)
2'2x ( y)2]
12 uxxxy + ".
(22)
For the Version 4 scheme equations (11), (14), (12) and (15) are used in equation (19) and then
(17) is applied, which gives
'3xf = A0 +
vy( x)2'x
24 Axxxx +
vy( y)2'3x
24 Ayyyy +
⇢vy( x)2'2x
12 Axxxy
+(✓ vy)( y)
2'3x
6v Ayyy  
[vy'xx+2( vy2  r)'2x]( x)2
12 Axxx
+⇢vy'
2
x[( y)
2 ( x)2'2x]
12 uxyyy + ".
(23)
Remark 1 Equations (20)–(23) show that we can achieve a HOC scheme when either ⇢ = 0,
v = 0, or ( y)2 ⌘ ( x)2'2x. The constraint ( y)2 ⌘ ( x)2'2x, however, implies that the function
' is aﬃne linear and would not qualify as a zoom function. In particular, the choice '(x) = x
would yield the scheme discussed in [DF12a] (on a uniform grid), hence we will focus on a zoom
which is not aﬃne linear.
In equations (20) to (23) we observe that all these schemes have a formal general consistency
error of order two. But on the other hand each version only has one remaining second order term,
which is multiplied with either uxxxx, uyyyy, uxxxy, or uxyyy. All other terms are discretised with
fourth order accuracy. We call this an essentially high-order compact discretisation. To gauge the
overall potential of the four discrete schemes we obtain by neglecting the remaining second-order
terms, it is pivotal to understand the behaviour of these terms better. To this end we compute
a numerical solution using the (second-order) central diﬀerence operator in x- and y-direction
directly in equation (7), and obtain by numerical diﬀerentiation (approximations of) the higher
derivatives uxxxx, uyyyy, uxxxy, and uxyyy appearing in the remaining second order terms.
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Figure 1 Remainder terms without O(( x)2) factor for Version 1 (upper left), Version 2 (upper
right), Version 3 (lower left), and Version 4 (lower right)
Figure 1 shows the remainder terms of second order appearing in equations (20)–(23) without the
O(( x)2) factor, where ⇢ =  0.1, ⇣ = 2.5, p = 1, and Smin = 49.6694. The values of these
remainder terms determine if we can achieve a fourth-order consistency, at least until a given
minimal step size. Hence, low values for the remainder terms are favourable. We observe that all
plots have in common that the highest values of the remainder terms occur near the boundary
x = 0. On the upper left plot in Figure 1 we see the remainder term for Version 1. This term has
by far the highest absolute values. The l2-norm of this remainder term is 8.8⇥10 1. This indicates
that a numerical study of this scheme may not lead to a fourth-order consistency error. On the
upper right plot we have the remainder term for Version 2, again without the O(( x)2) factor.
The highest absolute value for this is only about 4⇥ 10 3, so very low when comparing it with the
remainder term of Version 1. The l2-norm for this plot is 3.1 ⇥ 10 4, which shows that Version
2 has a significantly higher chance of producing a fourth order consistency error in the numerical
study than Version 1. The plot on the lower left side is showing the remainder term of Version 3.
This plot has higher values than Version 2, but lower values than Version 1. With a l2-norm of
6.6 ⇥ 10 3 it has still a chance to produce a good consistency error. The plot on the lower right
shows the remainder term of Version 4. This plot has again very low absolute values which are
only up to about 5⇥ 10 3. The l2-norm for this remainder term is 3.1⇥ 10 4. This indicates that
we have a good chance that Version 4 produces a scheme with fourth-order accuracy.
In the special case that '(x) = x and  x =  y = h we have ( y)2 ⌘ ( x)2'2x, and all four
versions lead to exactly the same HOC scheme,
f = A0 +
vyh2
24
Axxxx +
vyh2
24
Ayyyy +
⇢vyh2
12
Axxxy +
(✓   vy)h2
6v
Ayyy  
  vy
2   r
 
h2
6
Axxx + ",
as in this case Axxxy = Axyyy holds. This specific HOC scheme without zoom is discussed in
[DF12a].
Remark 2 The derivation of the schemes in this section can be modified to accommodate other
stochastic volatility models as, e.g. the GARCH diﬀusion model (3) or the 3/2-model (4). Us-
ing these models the structure of the partial diﬀerential equation (1) remains the same, only the
coeﬃcients of the derivatives have to be modified accordingly. Similarly, the coeﬃcients of the
derivatives in (11)-(18) have to be modified. Substituting these in the modified expression for the
truncation error one obtains equivalent approximations as above.
Our conclusion from the results in Figure 1 is that Version 2 and Version 4 seem to be the best
choices to obtain small errors. The remainder term for Version 3 still has low values, while Version
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1 seems only to be able to produce a second-order scheme. Numerical experiments which we have
carried out with all four versions of the scheme indicate that actually Version 3 is leading to the
best results in terms of accuracy and stability. Hence, in the remainder of this paper we focus on
this particular scheme.
4 High-order compact schemes for the parabolic problem
We now consider the parabolic equation (7) with f =  u⌧ and we denote by Ui,j(⌧) the semi-
discrete approximation of its solution u(xi, yj , ⌧) at time ⌧ .
4.1 Semi-discrete schemes
In this section we define the semi-discrete scheme of the form
(24)
X
zˆ2G
[Mz(zˆ)@⌧Ui,j(⌧) +Kz(zˆ)Ui,j(⌧)] = 0,
at time ⌧ for each point z 2  G, where  G denotes the inner points of the grid G. We use  x =
 y = h for some h > 0 in the definition of G, which is given in (8). We have that Kz(zˆ) and
Mz(zˆ) are operators with nine values defined on the compact stencil around z 2  G.
Using the central diﬀerence operator in (22) at the point z 2  G leads to
Kˆi+1,j±1 =
'4x( vy2  r)
24h   vy'
2
x'xx
16h +
( vy2  r)'2x
24h +
vy'xx
48h   vy'x24h2   vy'
3
x
24h2 ⌥ 'x (✓ vy)24vh
⌥'3x(✓ vy)24vh ±
 (✓ vy)( vy2  r)'2x
24v2y ±  (✓ vy)'xx48v ⌥
( vy2  r)'2x
24y ± v'
2
x
48
±'
4
x (✓ vy)( vy2  r)
24v2y ⌥  (✓ vy)'
2
x'xx
16v + ⇢
2
⇥ vy'xx
12h ± v'xx8   vy'x6h2
⇤
+⇢

±'
2
x'xx( vy2  r)
12 ± vy'
2
xx
12 ⌥
( vy2  r)'xx
24 ± vy'xxx48'x ±
'x( vy2  r)
12h ±
'3x( vy2  r)
12h
± vy'xx8h'x ±
'2x
24 ⌥ vy'x'xx24h   '
2
x (✓ vy)
6hv ⌥ vy'
2
xx
16'2x
⌥ vy'2x4h2 ± v'
2
x
24y ⌥ vy'x'xxx24
i
,
(25)
Kˆi 1,j±1 =  Kˆi+1,j±1   vy'x12h2   vy'
3
x
12h2 ⌥ 'x (✓ vy)12vh ⌥ '
3
x (✓ vy)
12vh   ⇢2 vy'x3h2
+⇢

±'x(
vy
2  r)
6h ± vy'xx4h'x ±
'3x( vy2  r)
6h ⌥ vy'x'xx12h
 
,
(26)
Kˆi±1,j =
vy'3x
12h2 ⌥
h'2xx( vy2  r)
6 ⌥
'4x( vy2  r)
12h ±
5( vy2  r)'2x
12h ± yhv'xxxx48 ⌥ h'xxv24y
 'x (✓ vy)12vy   5vy'x12h2 ± 5vy'xx24h + v'x12y ⌥ '
2
xhv
24y  
'3x( vy2  r)
2
6vy +
vy'xxx
24
±'xh(
vy
2  r)'xxx
24 ± vy'
2
x'xx
8h +
( vy2  r)'x'xx
12 ⌥ vyh'xx'xxx16'x ±
h (✓ vy)'xx
24vy
⌥'
2
xh( vy2  r)
2
'xx
6vy ± '
2
xh (✓ vy)
24vy + ⇢
2
⇥ vy'x
3h2 ⌥ vy'xx6h
⇤
+⇢

v'xx
4'x
⌥ h'xxv24 ⌥ hv'
2
xx
8'x2
+ v'x12  
'x( vy2  r)
6y ⌥
h( vy2  r)'xx
6y ± '
2
x (✓ vy)
3hv
 
,
(27)
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Kˆi,j±1 =
'3x'xx( vy2  r)
4 ±
'3xh( vy2  r) (✓ vy)'xx
4v2y ⌥ '
2
xh (✓ vy)'xxx
8v   5vy'
3
x
12h2 +
'3xv
12y
 '3x2(✓ vy)26yv3 + vy'x12h2 ⌥ '
3
xh
12y ± '
3
xh
2(✓ vy)
12v2y ⌥ 5'
3
x(✓ vy)
12vh +
vy'x'
2
xx
8
+'
3
x(✓ vy)
12vy +
'3x
6 ± 'x (✓ vy)12vh ± 'xh'
2
xx (✓ vy)
8v   vy'
2
x'xxx
8 + ⇢
2 vy'x
3h2
+⇢

± vy'x'xx12h ⌥
'3x( vy2  r)
6h ± h'x (✓ vy)'xx4vy ⌥ vy'xx4h'x + v'x'xx4 ⌥
'x( vy2  r)
6h
 
(28)
and
Kˆi,j =
vy'2x'xxx
4  
'3x'xx( vy2  r)
2   vy'x'
2
xx
4   '
3
xv
6y   '
3
x (✓ vy)
6vy   '
3
x
3
+'
3
x
2(✓ vy)2
3yv3 +
5vy'x
6h2 +
5vy'3x
6h2  
( vy2  r)'x'xx
6   vy'xxx12 +
'3x( vy2  r)
2
3vy
  v'x6y + 'x (✓ vy)6vy   ⇢2 2vy'x3h2 + ⇢

'x( vy2  r)
3y   v'xx2'x   v'x6   v'x'xx2
 
,
(29)
where Kˆi,j is the coeﬃcient of Ui,j(⌧). For the sake of readability we drop the subindex i on the
derivatives of ' and the subindex j on y, respectively. Analogously we have
Mˆi+1,j±1 = Mˆi 1,j⌥1 = ±⇢'
2
x
24 ,
Mˆi,j±1 =
'3x
12 ⌥ '
3
xh
12y ± '
3
xh (✓ vy)
12v2y ,
Mˆi±1,j =
'3x
12 ⌥
'4xh( vy2  r)
12vy ± '
2
xh'xx
8 ⌥ ⇢'
2
xh
12y and
Mˆi,j =
2'3x
3  
'3xh
2'xx( vy2  r)
2vy   'xh
2'2xx
4 +
'2x'xxxh
2
4   ⇢'x'xxh
2
2y ,
(30)
as coeﬃcients of @⌧Ui,j(⌧). With the usage of z 2  G we have
Kz(zˆ) = Kˆn1,n2 as well as Mz(zˆ) = Mˆn1,n2(31)
for
zˆ = (xn1 , yn2)
with n1 2 {i  1, i, i+1} and n2 2 {j  1, j, j+1}. Thus (24) corresponds to a linear system on  G.
4.2 Treatment of the boundary conditions
The first boundary is the boundary x = xmin, which corresponds to the boundary at S = 0 of
the original problem. For this boundary we have to discount the option price at time T to the
appropriate time. Taking into account the transformations ⌧ = T   t and u = er⌧V/K this leads
to the Dirichlet boundary condition
u(xmin, y, ⌧) = u(xmin, y, 0) for all ⌧ 2 [0, ⌧max] and all y 2 [ymin, ymax].
The next boundary we discuss is the boundary x = xmax, which corresponds to the boundary
at S = Smax of the original problem. For a Power Put with power p we have
lim
S!1
V (S, , t) = 0,
which we approximate at the artificial boundary Smax by VS(Smax, , t) = 0, VSS(Smax, , t) = 0,
VS (Smax, , t) = 0, V (Smax, , t) = 0 as well as V  (Smax, , t) = 0. Using these approximations
in (5) gives
Vt   rV = 0.
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Using ⌧ = T   t and u = er⌧V/K yields u⌧ = 0 and thus the Dirichlet boundary condition
u(xmax, y, ⌧) = u(xmax, y, 0) for all ⌧ 2 [0, ⌧max] and all y 2 [ymin, ymax].(32)
The third boundary to discuss is the boundary y = ymin with x /2 {xmin, xmax}, which cor-
responds to the boundary   =  min with S /2 {Smin, Smax}. We will treat this boundary just
like the inner of the computational domain, using the equations (25) to (29). This requires the
usage of ghost-points Ui 1, 1, Ui, 1 and Ui+1, 1 when discretising at the points (xi, y0) 2 G for
i = 1, . . . , N   1. So we need a fourth order accurate expression for the ghost-points Ui, 1 for
i = 0, . . . , N . We use the following extrapolation formula
Ui, 1 = 4Ui,0   6Ui,1 + 4Ui,2   Ui,3 +O
 
( y)4
 
for i = 0, . . . , N . The same procedure is used for the ghost-points for the matrix Mh when using
the equations in (30).
The last boundary we discuss is the boundary at boundary y = ymax with x /2 {xmin, xmax},
which is corresponding to the boundary   =  max with S /2 {Smin, Smax} of the untransformed
problem. We treat this boundary similar as the boundary at ymin and use equations (25) to (29).
The scheme then uses, when discretising at the points (xi, yM ) 2 G for i = 1, . . . , N   1, the
ghost-points Ui 1,M+1, Ui,M+1 and Ui+1,M+1 for i = 1, . . . , N   1. This means that we have to
find an expression for the ghost-points Ui,M+1, i = 0, . . . , N . We approximate the values at these
ghost-points again using extrapolation,
Ui,M+1 = 4Ui,M   6Ui,M 1 + 4Ui,M 2   Ui,M 3 +O
 
( y)4
 
for i = 0, . . . , N . Again, the same procedure is used for the ghost-points for the matrix Mh while
using the equations in (30).
4.3 Time discretization
With the results from the previous sections we obtain a semi-discrete system of the form
(33)
Pˆ
z2G
[Mz(zˆ)@⌧Ui,j(⌧) +Kz(zˆ)Ui,j(⌧)] = g(z)
for each point z of the grid G, which is defined in (8) and  x =  y = h for some h > 0 is used.
The function g(z) has only non-zero values at the boundaries xmin and xmax.
We use a time grid of the form⇢
 ⌧
4
,
 ⌧
2
,
3 ⌧
4
, ⌧, 2 ⌧, 3 ⌧, . . .
 
,
where the first time steps have step size  ⌧4 and the following have  ⌧ . For these first four time
steps, we use the implicit Euler scheme, and obtainPˆ
z2G
⇥
Mz(zˆ) +
 ⌧
4 Kz(zˆ)
⇤
Un+1i,j =
Pˆ
z2G
Mz(zˆ)Uni,j +
 ⌧
4 g(z)
with n = 0, 1, 2, 3 for each grid-point z 2 G. This approach is suggested in [Ran84] when dealing
with non-smooth initial conditions. For the following time steps we use a Crank-Nicolson-type
time discretisation, leading toPˆ
z2G
⇥
Mz(zˆ) +
 ⌧
2 Kz(zˆ)
⇤
Un+1i,j =
Pˆ
z2G
⇥
Mz(zˆ)   ⌧2 Kz(zˆ)
⇤
Un+1i,j + ( ⌧)g(z)
with n   4 on each point z of the grid G. We observe that we have only non-zero values on the
compact computational stencil as Mx(xˆ) and Kx(xˆ) have this property. For the Crank-Nicolson
time discretisation this compact scheme has consistency order two in time and four in space for
'(x) = x and ⇢ = 0 or is essentially high-order compact in space otherwise.
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5 Numerical Experiments
In this section we present the results of our numerical experiments for the compact scheme using
(25) - (30), whose boundary conditions were derived in Section 4.2. If not stated otherwise, we
will use the following default model parameters
 = 1.1, ✓ = 0.15, v = 0.1, r = ln(1.05), K = 100, T = 0.25.
The initial condition for the European (Power) Put after transformation as in Section 2 is given
by
u(x, y, 0) = Kp 1max
⇣
1  e'(x), 0
⌘p
,(34)
where the non-diﬀerentiable point of the initial condition is at xK = ' 1(0).
5.1 Choice of the zoom function
In our numerical experiments we use the zoom function
Sˆ = '(x) =
sinh(c2x+ c1(1  x))
⇣
,(35)
proposed in [TGB08], with c1 = asinh(⇣Sˆmin), c2 = asinh(⇣Sˆmax) and ⇣ > 0. The non-diﬀerentiable
point of the initial condition hence is at
xK = '
 1(0) =
asinh(0)  c1
c2   c1 =
 asinh(⇣Sˆmin)
asinh(⇣Sˆmax)  asinh(⇣Sˆmin)
.
Using the definitions of c1 and c2 this can be rearranged to
Sˆmin =
sinh
⇣
xK
xK 1asinh(⇣Sˆmax)
⌘
⇣
.(36)
Hence, Sˆmin can be set by choosing xK in reasonable bounds as well as choosing Smax, which gives
Sˆmax, for a given ⇣. The fact that xK can be chosen is very helpful, since if the non-diﬀerentiable
point is on the grid the numerical convergence order may be reduced to two in practice. Hence, we
choose the grid such that the point xK in the middle of two consecutive grid points on the finest
grid. This procedure of shifting the grid has been suggested, for example, in [TR00].
In the numerical experiments reported below we choose
Smin = Ke
Sˆmin , Smax = 2K,  min = 0.05,  max = 0.25.
Figure 2 shows the influence of the parameter ⇣ on the zoom in equation (35), taking into
account both transformations, Sˆ = ln (S/K) and x = ' 1(Sˆ). The diﬀerent values for xK , which
depends on ⇣, are chosen in such a way that the focus on the values around S = 0 is not too
pronounced, compare equation (36). We observe that for smaller values of ⇣ > 0 there is less
zoom. So with ⇣ ! 0 the zoom function is approaching the linear transformation '(x) = (Sˆmax  
Sˆmin)x + Sˆmin with x 2 [0, 1]. With a larger value of ⇣ there is a stronger focus on our area of
interest around the exercise price K.
The aim is to find an ‘optimal’ value for ⇣ to be used in practical computations. The larger
⇣, the smaller the error around K, but on the other hand the error in other parts of the domain
increases when having a stronger zoom, because an increasing number of grid points in the area
around K automatically results into a decreasing amount of grid points in other areas and vice
versa. There has to be a balance between the error in the area around K and the error in other
parts of the domain. The overall order of convergence should be looked at to achieve this balance
and thus to get a good value for ⇣. We expect the numerical convergence order to increase at first
with rising ⇣ and then decrease again after a certain ‘optimal’ strength of zoom is reached.
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Figure 2 Diﬀerent zoom examples with K = 100.
5.2 Numerical convergence
We now study the numerical errors of the discretisation as h ! 0 for fixed parabolic mesh ratio
 ⌧/h2, using diﬀerent values for ⇣ and ⇢. We compute an approximation of the solution of the
transformed problem, which is given by equation (7), and then transform it back into the original
variables. For the relative l2- and l1-error plots a reference solution is computed on a fine grid
with href = 0.003125. For the relative l2-errors we use
kUref   Ukl2
kUrefkl2
and for the l1-error we use
kUref   Ukl1 ,
where Uref denotes the reference solution and U is the approximation. We expect the error to
behave like O  hk  for some k. If we plot the logarithm of the error against the logarithm of the
number of grid points, the slope of this log-log plot gives the numerical convergence order of the
scheme. Due to the initial condition of the transformed problem not being smooth everywhere,
we observe that the log-log plots do not always produce a straight line, e.g. for a plain vanilla Put
option. For a smooth initial condition the log-log plots of the errors give an almost straight line,
e.g. for the Power Put option. The numerical convergence order indicated in the figures below is
always computed as the slope of the linear least square fit of the error points. For comparison
we additionally plot the results for a standard discretisation (SD), which means that the standard
central diﬀerence operator is used in (7) as well as
'(x) =
⇣
Sˆmax   Sˆmax
⌘
x+ Sˆmin.
In this way all discretisations considered here operate on the same spatial grid and a meaningful
comparison can occur. We use  ⌧ = 0.4h2 for all convergence plots, although we note that the
dependence of the numerical convergence order on the choice of the parabolic mesh ratio is marginal.
This is in line with the results of our numerical stability study reported below in Section 5.3.
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Figure 3 Relative l2-error Heston model ⇢ = 0
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Figure 4 Absolute l1-error Heston model
⇢ = 0
Figures 3 and 4 show log-log plots of the relative l2- and l1-error of the approximations with
respect to the reference solution in the Heston-Hull-White model (⇢ = 0) for a European Put
option for diﬀerent values for the number of grid points and with diﬀerent zooms. In this way
the influence of the zoom can be observed. The theoretical consistency order in this casel is four.
Looking at the relative l2-error we observe that the numerical convergence orders vary from 3.75
to 4.29, which agrees very well with the theoretical order for all zooms. We can also see that the
convergence order rises until ⇣ = 5 and then declines again, so ⇣ ⇡ 5 seems to be the best choice.
The lowest relative l2-error is always obtained when using ⇣ = 10.
The more useful error in practice is probably the l1-error, as it shows the highest diﬀerence
between the reference solution and the approximation. When looking at Figure 4 we see that the
l1-error and the l2-error have a very similar behaviour. The convergence orders vary from 3.00 to
4.20, again having the best order for ⇣ ⇡ 5. When using the finest grid the error for ⇣ = 5 and
⇣ = 10 are almost identical, but with rougher grids the error with ⇣ = 10 is again clearly the lowest.
For both error plots we observe that the zoom has its biggest impact when looking at a rough grid,
because the error then decreases significantly with an increasing zoom. The HOC discretisations
have significantly lower error values and higher convergence orders when comparing them to the
standard discretisation. Overall, choosing ⇣ ⇡ 5 for the Heston-Hull-White model (⇢ = 0) seems
to be the best choice with respect to the convergence order.
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Figure 5 Relative l2-error Heston model
⇢ =  0.1
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Figure 6 Absolute l1-error Heston model
⇢ =  0.1
In Figures 5 and 6 we plot the relative l2- and l1-error for a European Put option in the Heston
model with ⇢ =  0.1. This means that the theoretical consistency order is only two, see equation
(22). We observe in Figure 5 that the relative l2-error varies from 3.40 to 4.14. These values are
14
far above the theoretical consistency order. In fact, using the Version 3 discretisation scheme we
obtain a convergence order close to the order using the Heston-Hull-White model. The order of the
relative l2-error is again rising until ⇣ = 5 and declining afterwards, but has its lowest values when
using ⇣ = 10. The l1-error in Figure 6 behaves similar to the l1-error in the Heston-Hull-White
model. Here the convergence order values vary from 3.00 to 4.09, having its highest value for ⇣ = 5.
With the finest grid the diﬀerence of the error when using ⇣ = 10 and using ⇣ = 5 is again very slim.
The biggest impact of increasing the zoom in either error plot can be again seen when having a
rough grid, because then increasing the zooming leads to significantly lower errors. Similar as in the
Heston-Hull-White model the convergence order results are the best when choosing ⇣ = 5. For both
errors we can again see that the essentially high-order compact discretisations have significantly
lower error values and higher convergence orders than the standard discretisation.
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Figure 7 Relative l2-error Heston model
⇢ =  0.4
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Figure 8 Absolute l1-error Heston model
⇢ =  0.4
Figures 7 and 8 show the relative l2- and l1-error for an European Put option in the Heston
model with ⇢ =  0.4. The theoretical consistency orders of the errors are again two. In Figure 7
we can see that the convergence order for the relative l2-error varies from 2.92 to 3.84, which is
again significantly higher than the theoretical order. The convergence order deteriorates slightly
for smaller values of ⇢ but is still an order better than for the standard discretisation. As expected
the best convergence order, which is still very close to four, will be achieved when using ⇣ = 5.
From Figure 8 we find that for the l1-error the convergence order gets lower with lowering the
value of ⇢. The convergence orders vary from 2.98 to 3.86, where ⇣ = 5 leads again to the highest
value, which is still close to four and thus highly above the theoretical value of the consistency
error order. As in the two previous cases the zoom has his highest strengths for the relative l2-error
as well as for the l1-error when using a very rough grid. For both the relative l2-error and the
l1-error we can again see that the essentially high-order compact schemes have significantly lower
error values and higher convergence orders than the standard discretisation.
With the Figures 3 to 8 we recover the numerical observation given in Section 3.2 and can
confirm that Version 3 leads to a high-order compact scheme.
For all the discussed European Put options the best results for the convergence order is obtained
when using ⇣ = 5. This value seems to give a good balance between the error around K and the
other regions for the zoom. Even though the scheme has a theoretical consistency order equal to
four only for the Heston-Hull-White model (⇢ = 0), the application showed, that we achieve a
numerical convergence order close to four for the Heston model with ⇢ 6= 0 as well.
We now consider the case of European Power Put options in the Heston model. The only
diﬀerence to a plain vanilla European Put is, that the final condition is taken to the power p, see
(6), which yields to (34) after transformation. The grid was shifted in a similar manner as above,
avoiding xk as a grid point.
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Figure 9 Relative l2-error Power Option Hes-
ton model ⇢ = 0, p = 2
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Figure 10 Relative l2-error Power Option Hes-
ton model ⇢ =  0.4, p = 2
It can be clearly seen that in Figures 9 and 10, denoted to the relative l2-error in the cases ⇢ = 0
and ⇢ =  0.4 when p = 2, the lines in the log-log plots are much closer to straight lines than in
the cases of the vanilla Put options with p = 1, which can be explained with the initial condition
of the transformed problem being smoother. The convergence orders of the relative l2-errors range
from 3.85 to 4.08 for the Heston-Hull-White (⇢ = 0) Power Put with power p = 2 and from 3.22 to
3.40 for the Power Put in the Heston model with ⇢ =  0.4, where the orders are increasing with
increasing zoom strength. The diﬀerences of about 0.6 between the orders in the Heston model
with ⇢ = 0 and ⇢ =  0.4 is not very large considering the diﬀerence of the theoretical orders. So
we can again see that the convergence order for ⇢ =  0.4 is far beyond its theoretical order of
two. We can see that the HOC schemes for ⇢ = 0 as well as the essentially high-order compact
discretisations for ⇢ =  0.4 outperform the standard discretisation in terms of error values and
convergence orders significantly.
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Figure 11 Relative l2-error Power Option Hes-
ton model ⇢ = 0, p = 3
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Figure 12 Relative l2-error Power Option Hes-
ton model ⇢ =  0.4, p = 3
In Figures 11 and 12 we can see the convergence orders in the Heston-Hull-White model (⇢ = 0)
and the Heston model with ⇢ =  0.4 when p = 3. The diﬀerences between the plots are not as big
as the theoretical consistency error order may indicate. Even though in the Heston model with
⇢ =  0.4 the scheme has a theoretical consistency error of order two, it produces a convergence
order from 3.50 to 3.69 depending on the zoom strength ⇣, whereas the orders in the Heston-Hull-
White model with ⇢ = 0, where we have a theoretical consistency order of four, vary from 4.04 to
4.10. In both situations the standard discretisation is outperformed on behalf of convergence order
and error values.
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5.3 Numerical stability study
In the particular case of a uniform grid, i.e. '(x) = x, the scheme developed here reduces to the
high-order compact scheme presented in [DF12a], where unconditional (von Neumann) stability
is proved for ⇢ = 0. An additional stability analysis performed in [DF12b] suggests that the
scheme is also unconditionally stable for general choice of parameters. For the present scheme
on a non-uniform grid, a similar von Neumann analysis, analytical or numerical, appears to be
out of reach as the expression for the amplification factor is formidable and consists of high-order
polynomials in a two-digit number of variables. To validate the stability of the scheme for general
parameters, we therefore perform additional numerical stability tests. We remark that in our
numerical experiments we observe a stable behaviour throughout.
We compute numerical solutions for varying values of the parabolic mesh ratio c =  ⌧/h2 and
the mesh width h. Plotting the associated relative l2-norm errors in the plane should allow us to
detect stability restrictions depending on c or oscillations that occur for high cell Reynolds number
(large h). This approach for a numerical stability study was also used in [DF12a, DFJ03].
We show results for the European Put option in the Heston Model only, since the Power Puts
only diﬀer in the initial conditions and give similar results. For our stability plots we use c = k/10
with k = 1, . . . , 10, and a descending sequence of grid points in x-direction, starting with six grid
points (since x 2 [0, 1] it follows h  0.2), and doubling the number of points (halving h) in each
step. The zoom parameter ⇣ = 5 is used.
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Figure 13 Stability plot of the relative l2-error
for ⇢ = 0
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Figure 14 Stability plot of the relative l2-error
for ⇢ =  0.4
Figures 13 and 14 show the stability plots for the Heston-Hull-White model (⇢ = 0) and for the
Heston model with ⇢ =  0.4. We observe that the influence of the parabolic mesh ratio c on the
relative l2-error is only marginal and the relative error does not exceed 8⇥10 4 as a value for both
stability plots. We can infer that there does not seem to be a stability condition on c for either
situation. For increasing values of h, which also result in a higher cell Reynolds number, the error
grows gradually, and no oscillations in the numerical solutions occur. The stability plot for the
Heston model with ⇢ =  0.1 looks similar (not shown here) and does not indicate any conditions
on c or h either.
6 Conclusion
We have presented new high-order compact finite diﬀerence schemes for option pricing under
stochastic volatility on non-uniform grids. The resulting schemes are fourth-order accurate in
space and second-order accurate in time for vanishing correlation. In our numerical convergence
study we obtain high-order numerical convergence also for non-zero correlation and non-smooth
payoﬀs which are typical in option pricing. In all numerical experiments a comparative standard
second-order discretisation is significantly outperformed. We have conducted a numerical stability
study which seems to indicate unconditional stability of the scheme. In our numerical experiments
we observe a stable behaviour for all choices of parameters.
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It would be interesting to consider extensions of this scheme to the American option pricing
problem, where early exercise of the option is possible. In this case, one has to solve a free boundary
problem. It can be written as a linear complementarity problem which could be discretised using
the schemes given here. To retain the high-order convergence one would need to combine the high-
order discretisation with a high-order resolution of the free boundary. This extension is beyond
the scope of the present paper, and we leave it for future research.
A Coeﬃcients for Version 2 and Version 4
In this section we give the coeﬃcients of the semi-discrete schemes for Version 2 and Version 4.
We do not include the coeﬃcients for Version 1 as this version always resulted into a second-order
numerical convergence error in the numerical study.
A.1 Coeﬃcients for Version 2
When discretising equation (21) with the central diﬀerence operator in x- and in y-direction, we
get the following coeﬃcients for the Version 2 scheme
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where Kˆi,j is the coeﬃcient of Ui,j(⌧). Defining Mˆi,j as the coeﬃcient of @⌧Ui,j(⌧) we get
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Using these coeﬃcients instead of the ones given in (25) to (30) in the derivation in Section 4 for
the interior of the grid G as well as the boundaries ymin and ymax yields the Version 2 scheme.
A.2 Coeﬃcients for Version 4
In this part of the appendix we give the coeﬃcients of the Version 4 scheme. When discretising
equation (21) with the central diﬀerence operator in x- and in y-direction, we get
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where Kˆi,j is the coeﬃcient of Ui,j(⌧). Defining Mˆi,j as the coeﬃcient of @⌧Ui,j(⌧) we get
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Using these coeﬃcients instead of the ones given in (25) to (30) in the derivation in Section 4 for
the interior of the grid G as well as the boundaries ymin and ymax yields the Version 4 scheme.
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